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SOUTH RIVER RESTORATION GOES GREEN
UPPER MARLBORO, Maryland; May 17, 2011, As globalization makes the world become smaller, it becomes increasingly
easy to see how the lives of people (and plants and animals and ecosystems) everywhere are closely synced up with one
another. So toys made in China can affect the quality of life in Europe, pesticides used in Argentina can affect the health
of people in the U.S., and greenhouse gas emissions from Australia can affect a diminishing rainforest in Brazil.
The truth is that every single thing we do every day has an impact on the planet -- good or bad. Knowing this, South River
Restoration is taking the necessary steps to sustain our Earth and “Go Green”.
South River Restoration is announcing the replacement of its most used chemical, an
antimicrobial, with a “green” antimicrobial: ShockWave Green24. ShockWave Green24 is
a broad spectrum, non-corrosive, odorless, colorless, botanical based disinfectant. It kills
the most deadly microorganisms, yet is safe for everyday use.
This next generation disinfectant works twenty times faster than traditional disinfectants
and is formulated using ingredients which are naturally occurring in the environment. Its
most active ingredients are citric acid and ionic silver. This revolutionary botanical-based
disinfectant has the lowest toxicity rating (Category IV) available from the EPA, has no PPE
requirements, and requires no rinsing after use.
Unlike typical disinfectants, ShockWave Green24 has no required warning language or first aid statements. In fact, there
is no skin irritation and it is safe enough to use in daycare facilities and on children’s toys. The health and safety of our
Clients is our utmost priority and ShockWave Green24 is safer than most everyday cleaning chemicals.
Good planets are hard to find. South River Restoration is dedicated to the environment and conscientious of the
footprints we’re leaving.
About South River Restoration
Since South River Restoration’s founding in 1998, it has grown and evolved into one of the country’s most specialized disaster
recovery specialists. South River Restoration is a one-stop resource for any disaster, from small floods and sewage backups to
complete reconstruction due to fires, hurricanes and more. Our team guides clients through the process from start to finish. We
give back what disaster took so that our customers can get back to business.
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